Introduction.
In her The Acquisition of Syntax in Children from 5 to 10, Carol Chomsky observed that certain syntactic constructions such as subject control with promise type verbs are acquired surprisingly late. She argued that initially children strictly adhere to Rosenbaum's 1967 Minimal Distance Principle, barring subject control, and exceptions to the principle are acquired at later points in development. In this paper we would like to argue that these cases are part of a much larger class of syntactic configurations which are "complex" for the child to compute. We propose that the critical notion is "intervention": the child cannot compute a local relation across an intervener close enough in structural type to the target of the relation. In fact, this follows from a general locality principle, Relativized Minimality (RM, Rizzi 1990 Rizzi , 2004 , also holding in adult grammars; our hypothesis is that the intervention effect can be voided through the adoption of certain structural strategies which become accessible only at later stages in development. We will first present two cases discussed in previous work, which involve different adult strategies avoiding intervention: object relatives and passive; we will then go back to control and try to trace back subject control to a similar explanatory scheme.
It is a well established fact that children till after age 5 are unable to properly comprehend and produce object relatives while subject relatives are understood and produced as soon as the relative construction is mastered around age 3. In joint work with Naama Friedmann (Friedmann, Belletti, Rizzi 2009 ), we have argued that the difficulty arises from the intervention of the subject in the chain connecting the head of the relative with the object gap:
(1) Show me:
The lion that the elephant wets <the lion>
We traced back this effect to RM.
Some relevant background on RM
Theoretical studies have introduced RM as a locality principle capturing intervention effects. In a configuration like the following:
(2) X … Z … Y a local relation between X and Y cannot hold if Z intervenes, and Z is a position of the same type as X. (Rizzi 1990 (Rizzi , 2004 . This principle has been expressed in slightly different forms under different names in various minimalist models (e.g. Minimal Link Condition, Minimal Search, Featural Relativized Minimality: see Chomsky 2000 , 2008 , Boeckx 2007 , Starke 2001 In representation (3)c the relation between how and its trace is disrupted by the intervention of who, an element belonging to the same featural type as how, a wh-operator. The central idea of Friedmann, Belletti, Rizzi (2009) is that the same principle is implicated in the difficulty that children experience with object relatives. If it seems natural to relate all intervention effects to the same core principle, an immediate difficulty is represented by the fact that the intervention of the subject does not appear to affect the acceptability of object relatives in adults.
A possible analytic path is offered by the observation that intervention effects are modulated by certain characteristics of the intervener (Z) and the target (X) of the relation. For instance, the unacceptability of sentences like (3)b decreases if the constituent moving to the target position is not a simple wh-word, but a complex wh-phrase containing a full lexical noun phrase, which we will refer to from now on as "lexical restriction". 1 This is illustrated in (4): As illustrated in (6), the wh-element combien can either pied pipe the whole DP as in (6)a or move alone leaving the lexical restriction in situ, as in (6)b. However in the weak island environment in (5), only the pied piped version yields a well formed result. Why should the presence vs absence of a lexical restriction in the moved phrase make a difference? There is substantial cross-linguistic evidence that presence of a lexical restriction in the wh-phrase has a grammatical impact. As an illustration, consider the contrast in (7) in Italian:
(7) a * Dove Gianni ha messo il libro? 'Where Gianni put the book?' b In che cassetto Gianni ha messo il libro? 'Into which drawer Gianni put the book?'
The difference in (7) has been interpreted as due to the fact that the two types of wh-phrases target distinct positions in the left periphery of the clause, such that only the position targeted by the simple wh-element triggers obligatory leftward movement of a verbal constituent (Rizzi (1997 (Rizzi ( , 2006 , thus disallowing the subject to break the adjacency with the inflected verb.
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Going back to the asymmetries in (4) and (5), the relevance of the presence of a lexical restriction within the wh-phrase undergoing movement can be expressed in terms of the featural approach to RM developed in Starke (2001) and summarized in the schema in (8), where A and B are abstract morphosyntactic features triggering movement:
If we look at the set-theoretic relations holding between the feature specification of the target X and the intervener Z, three main cases arise: identity, inclusion and disjunction. When the intervener's specification is identical to the target specification (8I) as in the examples (3)b, (5)b, the structure is ruled out by RM. When the featural specification is disjoint (8III) as in, e.g., wh-movement across a subject (as in (3)a), the principle is satisfied and the structure is well formed. Under Starke's approach the principle is stated in such a way that it also rules in case 8II, in which the featural specification of the intervener is properly included in the featural specification of the target. Therefore examples like (4) and (5)a are ruled in under this approach. The inclusion configuration is illustrated in (9) for example (4), with the target specified as both +Q (the feature designating interrogative operators) and +NP (the feature designating nominal expressions with a lexical restriction):
2 A particularly striking piece of evidence for a positional difference is offered by certain North Eastern Italian dialects, which exhibit patterns like the following, discussed in Munaro (1999) , in which the lexically restricted wh-phrase and the simple wh-phrase end up in clause initial and clause final position, respectively: i. a Con che tosat à-tu parlà? 'With which boy did you speak?' b Avé-o parlà de chi? 'Have you spoken of whom?' According to Munaro cit., both wh-phrases move to the left periphery, but the bare wh-phrase targets a lower position, and the derivation then involves further remnant movement of the rest of the clause to a higher topic-like position, while the lexically restricted wh-phrase targets an even higher position in the CP. See also Poletto & Pollock (2009) . (9) The Inclusion configuration :
? Which problem do you wonder how to solve <which problem> ? +Q, +NP +Q +Q, +NP X Z Y
Object relatives in children
This approach permits a natural characterization of the difficulty that children experience with object relatives (and other A' constructions on the object).
3 In Friedmann, Belletti & Rizzi (2009) it is assumed that in the early systems a stricter version of the principle applies than in adult grammars, to the effect that also the inclusion configuration of (8) is ruled out: in this more restrictive system, even the identity of a single constitutive feature shared by the target and the intervener suffices to disrupt the relation. Thus in (1) it is the lexically restricted ([+NP]) character of both the relative head and the intervening subject which disrupts the chain connection between the relative head and the object gap for the child. This is illustrated in (10) for example (1); +R stands for the scope-discourse (or "criterial") feature attracting the relative head, and +NP characterizes its lexically restricted nature as is the case in headed relative clauses:
(10) Headed object relative crossing over a lexically restricted subject:
Show me the elephant that the lion is wetting <the elephant> +R, +NP +NP +R, +NP X Z Y
In the series of experiments reported in Friedmann, Belletti, Rizzi (2009) , 22 children speaking Modern Hebrew aged 3;7-5;0 (M = 4;6, SD = 0;5) were tested on the comprehension of different kinds of A' constructions in Hebrew . Expectedly, they comprehended well Subject relatives in which no intervention arises, but had severe problems in the comprehension of Object relatives ( 90% SRs, 55% ORs). In order to test the validity of the hypothesis that RM is involved in the problematic comprehension of (10), we manipulated the lexical restriction feature either on the relative head or on the intervening subject, thus turning the inclusion configuration of (10) into a disjunction configuration. The prediction was that the comprehension should significantly improve in both cases. A construction illustrating the first type of manipulation is a free relative in which a lexically unrestricted wh-pronoun crosses over a subject as in (11): (11) Free object relative:
Show me who the lion is wetting <who> +R +NP +R
The second manipulation is a structure were the lexically restricted relative head crosses over a lexically unrestricted subject pronoun as in (12): (12) Headed object relative crossing over an intervening pronominal subject:
Show me the elephant that they are wetting <the elephant> +NP,+R +Pron +NP,+R
Here we have reported the English equivalent of the Hebrew constructions that were tested. The prediction of the RM approach was borne out in both cases. In the free relative case of the type in (11) the comprehension of the object relative raised from 55% to 79%, getting close to the subject free relative value (84%). In the case of the crossing of a pronominal subject comprehension of the headed object relative also raised up to 83% (Friedmann, Belletti, Rizzi (2009) experiments, 1, 3 and 4 for details).
Summarizing, these results showed that comprehension significantly improved in children if the target and the intervener were made structurally dissimilar, in fact featurally disjoined, with only one of them being lexically restricted.
As for adults, the selective violability of weak islands as in (9) shows that their grammar tolerates situations of featural inclusion. Hence, the crucial case of headed object relatives crossing over a lexically restricted subject is expected to be unproblematic. Under this approach, the same formal principle, RM, applies in a slightly stricter form in children than in adults. In the reference quoted, we speculated that the reluctance of children to admit configurations of proper inclusion relates to the difficulty of computing such configuration involving comparisons between feature sets. The child's system thus rules in only the simpler case of disjunction. 4 This approach develops the same line of analysis as Grillo 2008's approach to the difficulties that agrammatic speakers experience with different A' constructions on the object, a difficulty which is also related to RM, applying in systems with reduced computational resources.
Passive and intervention.
Another well known instance of a structure which successfully overcomes a potential intervention configuration in adult grammars is passive. If the external argument in a passive structure is syntactically projected (as would follow from Baker's 1988 Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis, a hypothesis also supported by the fact that the external argument is a syntactically active implicit argument), then, movement of the object to the clausal EPP position would seem to cross over the position of the intervening external argument, a straight violation of RM. Collins 2005 has proposed that intervention here is voided by a preliminary leftward movement of a VP chunk containing the verb and the object and excluding the external argument, the operation he refers to as smuggling. The object can then move from the derived position of the VP chunk, without violating RM as illustrated in (13); to enhance clarity, the moved (smuggling the object DP in Collins's terms) VP chunk is highlighted in grey in (13) :
The acquisition of passive is also delayed in acquisition ( a well known developmental finding; e.g. conjecture that the complexity of passive structures may be due to the operation moving the VP chunk (smuggling ) that they involve (see Hyams & Snyder (2007) for a similar proposal).
If an analysis à la Collins is adopted, the way intervention is avoided in passive structures is different from what we have seen in object relatives: in passive, intervention is simply eliminated through the additional movement operation of the VP chunk. This opens up the interesting possibility that object relatives and passive develop independently. We may then expect that the cost in terms of complexity in child grammar will not be equal, one being favoured over the other. That this may be so is shown by striking recent experimental results of elicited production of object relative clauses in Italian (an adaptation of Novogrodsky and Friedmann (2006) design). At the age when passive starts being acquired by children (after around age 5 in Italian), one clearly preferred strategy to cope with the production of the complex object relative structure is to transform it into a subject relative through passive , Utzeri 2007 , Belletti & Contemori 2010 and references cited there).
As an illustration, consider the pair in (14); instead of the object relative that was targeted in the elicitation experiment, children often opted for the production of a subject relative with passive:
(14) Elicited Object Relative: Vorrei essere il bambino che la mamma copre I would rather be the child that the mother covers Produced (Subject) Relative: Vorrei essere il bambino che è coperto dalla mamma I would rather be the childe that is covered by the mother
The passive choice follows a clear developmental path, with older children adopting it to a larger extent (up to 59% in children aged 6-11; from 8% at age 5, to 22% at age 6 in younger children.
Children had no problems in producing subject relatives, also elicited in the experiment, from the youngest group on : e.g. 89% at age 4; see and Belletti & Contemori (2010) for detailed discussion.). 5 In the same elicitation experiment, two groups of Italian adults have been tested: the results were particularly striking as the two groups produced up to 93% and 87% of relatives with passive, respectively, when an object relative of the type in (14) was the target of elicitation (Elicited Subject relatives were produced at ceiling, e.g 99,5% in the second group). Clearly, use of passive yielding the production of a subject relative in place of an objet relative, with no change in the distribution of the theta roles associated to the different arguments, is a favoured option under the experimental conditions set in the elicitation design; and children tend to approach the adult performance as they grow older.
6 From the perspective of the question raised above, it can be concluded from these results that, not only object relatives and passive develop independently, but also that the computation involved in passive is favoured over the one involved in the direct derivation of an object relative. So, through passive, the (headed) object relative is realized as a subject relative, preserving the intended meaning and the interpretation of the arguments. And passive is adopted in the same relative environment, as soon as development allows it.
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Why should passive be favoured over the direct computation of an object relative? It is natural to think that the relevant crucial notion is intervention: the derivation where intervention is totally avoided, as it happens in passive under the analysis implicating movement of the verbal chunk through smuggling is the derivation which is adopted. 8 Moving verbal chunks through operations ultimately reducible to Collins' smuggling, where portions of the verb phrase are involved, is a fairly widespread computational option; its instantiation in passive is just one of its occurrences. The fact that intervention by the external argument is avoided through this derivational mechanism in the case of passive is just one of its consequences. Hence, there is no special status of smuggling strictly related to passive in this respect.
Another structure where movement of a verbal chunk can be argued to be implicated in a way similar to passive is with psych-verbs of the preoccupare (worry) class illustrated in (15) for further details; Belletti & Rizzi (1988) for the original analysis of psych verbs on which the new account is based): (15) In (15)b the verbal chunk containing the verb and the theme internal argument is moved to some higher position within a complex vP shell, crossing over the higher experiencer argument; extraction of the theme to the clausal EPP position to yield the structure in (15)a can occur from this derived position. Again, intervention is avoided in exactly the same fashion as in passive in this derivation. The only difference is that the movement of the verbal chunk is triggered here by some lexical property of the verb of this class, not by some morphosyntactic property, as is the case in passive. 9 Similar manipulations of the clausal structure involving different portions of the verb phrase, triggered by different properties -lexical, morphosyntactic, informational -have been proposed in the literature, e.g. in Cinque (1999) the movement of the portion of functional structure immediately including the verb phrase produces an apparent reordering of the adverbial hierarchy; in Belletti (2004) the movement of a portion of the verb phrase containing the verb and object and excluding the external argument yields a vP peripheral clause internal topicalization of the verbobject sequence with the subject remaining postverbal; and in ongoing work by D. Sportiche,, I. Roberts, Romance causatives are analyzed along lines which capture the fundamental insight of classical analyses making reference to VP-preposing (Burzio 1986 , Rouveret & Vergnaud 1980 . This very sketchy list is simply meant to indicate that the process which moves a verbal chunk in passive, with the effect of remodulating intervention from the external argument with respect to the internal argument, is not an isolated process. From an acquisition perspective the process seems to need some time to develop, as is shown by the delay of passive in the first years of syntactic development; but once it develops, children and adults appear to resort to it quite extensively. Avoiding intervention through smuggling thus is a widespread option across the board for adults and older children . 7 8 Of course, this holds all other things being equal, including the general appropriateness of the derived sentence, also from the point of view of its informational value, an aspect that we do not discuss here for reasons of space. See also Gehrke & Grillo (2009) on a semantic motivation for movement of a verbal chunk in passive, tied to the event structure of the verb phrase. 9 In , we speculate that some "cause" type verbal head (or some close equivalent in systems of lexical decomposition as in ,e.g., Ramchand (2008) ) could be the trigger of the verbal chunk movement in this case, thus incorporating Pesetsky's (1995) observations on the special interpretive status of the theme in his comments to our original 1988 analysis. See the reference quoted for more detailed discussion.
Speculations on subject control and intervention
Going back to control, we may now try to explain the delay of subject control with promise type verbs through the same theoretical ingredients. Consider the following possible approach to control: PRO and its controller must be connected by a search operation (Agree-like, as in Chomsky 2000) constrained by RM. Control is therefore local and obeys the Minimal Distance Principle now subsumed under RM (a result that can thus be achieved without necessarily adopting a movement approach to control: see Hornstein 1999 , Landau 2003 .
If this is so, subject control across an intervening object should be barred in principle:
(16) Bill promised John [ PRO to leave early ] This straightforwardly accounts for the fact that children systematically misinterpret such sentences as cases of object control, Carol Chomsky's result. But why is subject control possible at all in adult grammar? We have considered two possible techniques that avoid intervention in different types of local relations:
1. The intervention configuration holds, but the featural specification of the intervener is properly included in the featural specification of the target (this is the case of object relatives in adult grammars).
2. The intervention configuration is destroyed by a movement of a verbal chunk ("smuggling"), which bypasses the intervener.
So, a natural possibility to explore is that subject control across an object in the adult grammar may involve one of these avoidance techniques. A recourse to technique 1. does not look very plausible: subject and object in (16) don't look amenable to a natural featural differentiation making the object's specification a proper subset of the subject's specification and making the case different from a well formed object control:
(17) Bill ordered John [ PRO to leave early ] So, we are left with hypothesis 2.: subject control verbs undergo a smuggling-type process which makes the subject the closest controller for PRO. In this sense, subject control across an object would be akin to raising across an experiencer (John seems to Mary to be a nice guy), which, according to Collins (2005) also involves a smuggling operation voiding the intervention of the experiencer (again, under the approach to control we have outlined this analogy between control and raising would not imply a raising analysis of control). Smuggling operations are costly (even though they may be less costly than the other avoidance technique of computing inclusion relations, as we have argued in section 4), and are acquired only in a relatively late temporal window, as the case of passive shows: this would give us a key to understand the delay of subject control in acquisition.
But why would a smuggling-like operation apply with promise type verbs, and not with order type verbs? Another quote from Carol Chomsky's seminal book is helpful here:
"Promise is in a distinct syntactic category from these command verbs [order, force, compel, require, …] . We may say that each semantic class (command verbs on the one hand and promise on the other) has associated with it a separate syntactic process" (C. Chomsky 1969, p. 12) We would like to try to follow Carol's hint that the syntax -lexical semantics interface plays a critical role here by sketching out an analysis in terms of lexical decomposition of the verb structured meaning à la Hale & Keyser (1993) and much subsequent more recent work in a similar vein on the lexical and syntactic properties of verbs (in particular, Folli & Harley (2007) , Ramchand (2008) ;Travis (2000) 10 We suggest that extraposition is made compulsory here by the necessity of having Bill adjacent to the Case assigning/checking v. One might observe that extraposition of the infinitival clause to a high structural position in the clause not c-commanded by the object, would be sufficient to the void intervention configuration; no appeal to movement of the verbal chunk would be needed under this view. However, there would be no principled reason to force obligatory extraposition exactly with these verbs; the option would be stated in an ad hoc way specific to this particular lexical choice and construction. In contrast, the approach we have elaborated in the text suggests principled reasons as to why both movement of a verbal chunk and extraposition should occur with subject control verbs. We have expressed extraposition in traditional rightward terms, but an antisymmetric analysis with double movement to the left (Kayne 1994) would also yield the required configuration On this representation the object Bill does not c-command PRO, hence it does not structurally intervene between the subject and PRO. Subject control thus obtains, as the subject is the closest potential controller. A crucial step for producing the relevant configuration for subject control across the benefactive object is the "smuggling" operation extracting the phrase [promise [PRO to go] ] from the c-domain of the object. The delay of subject control can thus be looked at as a particular case of the delay that children experience with smuggling operations.
Subject control involves, in this analysis, at least as much derivational machinery as passive, and in fact more: the obligatory extraposition of the infinitive, arguably motivated by Case theoretic considerations (see fn 8) makes the derivational computation of subject control, under our analysis, more complex than passive.
11 It may thus be expected that subject control develops even later than passive, and with the individual variation that Carol Chomsky discovered.
